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Thank you for making METALTECH & AUTOMEX 2023 a truly 
resounding triumph! We are thrilled to have welcomed 18,234 
unique visitors from 49 countries and regions across the 
globe, which is 48.44% higher than last year and significantly 
greater than our anticipated turnout of 15,000. 

Such overwhelming response from industry leaders, experts, 
buyers and professionals reflects the unparalleled significance 
of METALTECH & AUTOMEX and reaffirms this exhibition as a 
must-attend event for all industry players. Now, even as we 
approach three decades of being at the forefront of 
innovation, our commitment to growing this exhibition 
remains stronger than ever before.

As the catalyst for digital transformation and technological 
advancement, we are proud to embody the spirit of Malaysia's 
Industry 4WRD vision. By fostering collaboration and 
showcasing cutting-edge solutions, we will continue to be the 
trailblazer, the game-changer, and the driving force behind 
industrial transformation in Malaysia and across the region. 

We extend our heartfelt gratitude to all participants, 
exhibitors and visitors who contributed to the success of 
METALTECH & ATUOMEX 2023. We are especially thankful to 
our international participants that made the effort to attend 

and make this event a diverse global gathering of industry 
leaders.
 
Our appreciation also extends to our esteemed sponsors, 
who have placed their trust in the influence of our exhibition 
and the far-reaching benefits it generates. These include our 
Platinum and Non-Woven Bag Sponsor LVD Sdn Bhd, Gold 
Sponsor Monitor ERP Sdn Bhd, Bronze Sponsor Tigatan 
Resources (M) Sdn Bhd, Lanyard Sponsor Chevron Malaysia 
Limited, Industrial Gas Sponsor Linde Malaysia and official 
Wellness Partner Healthland.

We are further grateful to have received the endorsement of 
MATRADE and other government agencies, who continue to 
recognise the vital role of METALTECH & AUTOMEX in 
propelling progress for many various industries that 
contribute significantly to the nation’s GDP and economic 
growth.

It has been heart-warming to witness such enthusiasm from 
across the industry. We hope to extend and expand our 
collaboration for many more years to come. Let us continue 
working hand-in-hand to propel the manufacturing, 
machinery and automation industries to even greater heights!

CELEBRATING A TRIUMPH OF
GLOBAL PROPORTIONS

where possibilities
know no limits!
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and regions 

DAY 4 VISITORS: 2725
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Your feedback is instrumental in influencing our future efforts. Help 
us enhance your experience by taking a moment to fill out a short 
survey. Your insights will guide us in delivering an even more 
remarkable event next year. Thank you for your participation and 
for being a valued part of METALTECH's success!

As we bid farewell to this edition, we are already setting our 
sights on an even more remarkable journey with METALTECH & 
AUTOMEX in 2024. Get ready to witness an unprecedented 
expansion as we unveil a bigger exhibition space with greater 
business opportunities. Stay tuned for the official announcement 
of dates and be part of the future at METALTECH & AUTOMEX 2024 
- where possibilities know no limits!

Your Feedback
Shapes Our Future

WINNER
LUCKY DRAW

Yap Kah Chun Liz Eng Venuchander
a/l Mudi Rajan

Chai Yik Chong

VISITOR SURVEY

3D/2N stay at
Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara

Embrace Limitless
Opportunities
at METALTECH &
AUTOMEX 2024

LARGER
EXHIBITION

SPACE 

MORE GROUND-
BREAKING

INNOVATIONS 

GREATER
KNOWLEDGE

SHARING

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/metaltechautomex_visitorsurvey


VISITOR

EXHIBITOR

There are a lot of companies here that produce their 
own products, which makes the experience very 
interesting. There are Malaysian, Chinese and Japanese 
companies, amongst many others, so it has been great 
to discover all of them at this exhibition. 
Alexander Kataev

Macro EMS Ltd (Russia)
Chief Automation Officer

VISITOR

For us, METALTECH & AUTOMEX provides valuable 
branding opportunities. Since we opened our Malaysian 
branch in 2020, we have wanted to gain exposure for 
our brand around Malaysia and Singapore. This is the 
biggest event for our industry in Malaysia so it makes 
sense for us to participate. 

Alessandro Vespignani
OLI Fair East 
General Manager

VISITOR

I think METALTECH & AUTOMEX brings together 
exhibitors from across many various industries, from oil 
and gas and manufacturing to engineering and other 
projects. It’s very helpful for visitors from all types of 
industries related to engineering and manufacturing. 

Vanesha Ganeson
Approved Group International 
Forensic Engineer

METALTECH is of course the biggest show in Malaysia. 
We generally tend to attend one show per country per 
year and we can see that METALTECH is becoming 
bigger and it is quite a lot busier here than last year. We 
have been very happy with the response received. 

Steve Bell 
Renishaw (Hong Kong) Ltd

EXHIBITOR

METALTECH I think is the only exhibition in this field in 
Malaysia and that in itself is enough to make it important 
for us to participate. I thank the organisers for this fine 
exhibition – it should grow even further and we look 
forward to returning next year. 

Torsten Bell
German Federal Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Climate Action
Manaer

where
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Reflections on a
Remarkable Experience
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AVERICH ENGINEERING SPECIALIST IN ON-SITE PORTABLE 
MACHINING, THERMAL SPRAY EQUIPMENTS, ENGINE REBUILDING, 
MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENTS, CNC LASER MACHINING, 
MILLING AND LATHE MACHINING, ULTRASONIC CLEANING 
EQUIPMENTS, EV CAR CHARGER AND HYDRAULIC TOOLS.

Specialize with Linear Motion Products like factory 
automation parts and materials, BSQ also develops 
and supplies core parts for semiconductor 
equipment and medical equipment. Furthermore 
BSQ promises to become a world-class company by 
further developing and applying professional 
technology.

AVERICH SG90

AVERICH ENGINEERING SDN BHD BOOTH NO.:  2330

ST1 series could be widely used in the diversified production 
process, including metal drawing, bending, marking,
flattening, and trimming. It is equipped with a high-performance 
wet clutch, which is also green energy and high-value product with 
environmental protection.

STRAIGHT SIDE SINGLE CRANK
PRECISION PRESS ST1 SERIES

CHIN FONG MACHINE (M) SDN. BHD. BOOTH NO.:  3340

BEST MAC ENGINEERING (M)
SDN BHD BOOTH NO.:  7277

BSQ Linear Motion Products



EA MAX SOLUTIONS SDN BHD BOOTH NO.:  7000

ABB/BALDOR- Dc/Ac motor (Nema/IEC frame) 
MAYR-  Clutch/Brake unit, Safety brake, Torque limiter, Coupling, 
Electromagnetic clutch/brake
LUYANG- Small power Ac/Dc motor, Brake & clutch/brake  motor, Helical gear 
motor, VS motor,   
HITACHI-  Inverter, Ac Motor, Switches (Breakers/ Contactor)
KB PENTA-  Dc Controller

ABB/BALDOR, MAYR, LUYANG, HITACHI, KB PENTA

ENGSUP AUTOMATION SDN BHD
BOOTH NO.:  7237
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Shop Floor Automation & Digitalization Solution
Supercharge your industrial operations with our expert system integration. We 
seamlessly combine automation and digitalization, unlocking efficiency and 
success. Experience the cutting-edge of industrial excellence with our tailored 
solutions. Elevate your business to new heights today.

GET CARBIDE TOOL (M) SDN BHD
BOOTH NO.:  8166

WE ARE PROVIDING THE ENTIRE STRING OF ENGINEERING 
PRODUCT AND SERVICES TO SERVE OUR CLIENTS WITH A 
CONVENIENT ONE STOP SOLUTION WHEN IT COMES TO 
PRECISION TOOLS MANUFACTURING.

CARBIDE CUTTING TOOLS
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Manufacturing solutions
for smart electronics.

| hexagon.com Highest precision for the production
of high-tech parts and modules

• Optimise designs
• Reduce waste and rework
• Manage product quality

• Iterate and improve for the future

TIGATAN RESOURCES (M) SDN BHD/ KENDO

Hand Tools & Power Tool Accessories
KENDO Tools, the leading hand tools and power tool accessories supplier 
from China, with ready stocks for fast delivery. Provides reliable tools with 
innovative design. Produced according to International standards at an 
affordable price. Visit  us at Booth 8200.

BOOTH NO.:  8200
GUANGDONG XINQUANLI LASER CNC
EQUIPMENT CO., LTD
BOOTH NO.:  4215

Guangdong Xinquanli Laser CNC Equipment Co., Ltd. (short of XQL) was 
established since 2006, located in Guangdong Province, CHINA, which is 
a leading manufacturer of fiber laser cutting machine, laser welding 
machine,and robot automation.

Professional laser equipment Manufacturer
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| hexagon.com Highest precision for the production
of high-tech parts and modules

Most versatile for quality control 
and monitoring production

Make 
manufacturing 
smarter.

RENISHAW (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD BOOTH NO.:  2135

Equator™ 500 gauging system
Equator 500 measure parts quickly and accurately on the shop floor with 
the scanning speeds in excess of 200 mm/s.  With a working volume of 500 
mm x 500 mm x 400 mm, it enables the gauging of larger parts

This digitized information helps you to see what is happening on your 
production floor in real-time, so you can standardize your workflow, 
enforce rules, and get immediate results. Try NX Smart Factory System 
to realize your smart factory easily!

NX Smart Factory System

NEPTRIX SDN BHD 
BOOTH NO.:  7344

Features:
1. Equipped with high-speed
EtherCAT interface
2. Compact multi-axis driver can 
support up to 4 motors
3. Able to simplify maintenance with 
battery-less encoders
4. Shorter motion completion time
Applications:
Semiconductor manufacturing 
equipment, laser cutting machines, 
general industrial machinery

PB Closed Loop Stepping 
Motor and Driver

SANYO DENKI CO., LTD.
BOOTH NO.:  7150
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QES (ASIA-PACIFIC) SDN BHD
BOOTH NO.:  2215

WISDOM PLUS (M) SDN BHD
BOOTH NO.:  7206

Our CMMs offer all-in-one measurement 
solutions with contact and non-contact 
sensors, allowing for efficient and accurate 
measurements of geometric and complex 
surfaces. Sensors can be quickly swapped 
for optimized results and high throughput.

 Industrial Power Supply, Position Sensor, Printer Mechanism, Din Rail Terminal

Coordinate Measuring
Machine - The Altera Series

Industrial & Automation 
Components


